How Does Nature Benefit our Mental Health?

Exposure to nature enhances mental health, which is defined as a state of well-being in which individuals can cope with the normal stressors of life while maintaining a positive outlook. Nature-based experiences can improve cognitive, psychological, and physical health (Jimenez et al., 2021). Some examples from environmental psychology research are:

- **Attention**: Our attention is a limited resource and it can become ‘fatigued’ throughout the day. Nature has been shown to restore attention and our ability to concentrate (Mason et al., 2022). Nature has also been found to reduce symptoms of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) (Faber Taylor & Kuo, 2009).

- **Mood**: Nature improves mood and makes people feel happier (Neill et al., 2019). There is evidence that nature exposure can improve symptoms of depression (Berman et al., 2012).

- **Self-regulation**: Nature helps us feel calmer and less irritable. This means that we are better able to control our impulses (Beute & de Kort, 2014; Weeland et al., 2019).

- **Stress**: Nature reduces symptoms of anxiety, physical stress, and heart rate. It also helps us feel more relaxed (Shuda et al., 2020).

- **Social**: Nature tends to increase generosity, cooperation, and our sense of social connection (Arbuthnott, 2023; Weinstein et al., 2009).

What Counts as “Nature”?

Nature is everything in the *natural physical environment*. This includes, but is not limited to, *bodies of water* (e.g., oceans, lakes, rivers), *forests, mountains, trees, parks, gardens*, and *animals*.

Natural elements can be experienced in many ways, such as spending time outdoors, looking at a natural view out a window, being near nature indoors (e.g., potted plants), looking at photographs, videos, or artwork of nature, or listening to nature sounds. However, the greatest benefits occur when spending time outdoors in a natural environment.

How Much Time Do I Need to Spend in Nature to Feel the Benefits?

Research shows that just a few minutes (1–10 minutes) of exposure to nature can *boost attention* (Yaipimol et al., 2022), *reduce feelings of stress* (Meredith et al., 2020), and *improve your mood* (Neill et al., 2019).

Two hours per week has been linked to *better health and well-being* (White et al., 2019), and 20 minutes at a time is ideal for *reducing stress hormones* (i.e., cortisol) in the body (Hunter et al., 2019).
We All Need Nature in Our Lives

Nature exposure can benefit those with and without health challenges. Finding ways to make nature part of our lives is an important component of healthy behaviour.

Other health behaviours include eating nutritious food, sleeping well, exercising, and engaging in social connections. There are many ways to combine nature exposure with other health behaviours, such as spending time in nature with a friend or exercising in a natural setting.

Increasing your exposure to nature can help you bounce back from challenging experiences in life and reduce the chances of developing health complications. For example, children who spend time in nature have been found to have a lower risk of developing mental health difficulties as adults (Preuß et al., 2019).

More time spent in nature also increases feelings of connection with nature. When people feel a bond with nature, they often take better care of it by engaging in more environmentally friendly ways. This benefits both humans and the planet.

Adding More Nature to Your Life

There are easy and fun ways to increase your exposure to nature. Focus on nature-based activities that you enjoy and can do without a lot of effort. This will help you to have the most success when integrating nature into your daily routines. As with other health behaviours, scheduling nature time into your calendar and creating habits will help to increase your nature exposure. If you have time limitations, start with five minutes of nature exposure each day. If you have limited mobility, consider ways to engage with nature while seated.

Here are a few nature exposure activity suggestions:

- Spend time in parks or in a green neighborhood with community gardens or dense tree canopy
- Sit by the ocean or a pond and listen to the water
- Notice flowers, trees, birds, and other animals around you as you travel to school or work
- Pay attention to the weather and how the seasons look and feel in your area
- Sit on your porch or next to your window and notice the nature you can see, hear, smell, and feel
- Listen to recordings of nature sounds while you work or go to sleep (e.g., birds chirping, waves)
- Watch videos of nature if you are unable to get outside
- Look at nature images through art or in virtual ways, like online or on TV
- Add plants to indoor spaces in which you spend the most time
- Open the curtains to let in natural light
- Take an animal outside for a walk
- Meet friends outdoors to socialize

Nature and Psychological Treatment

Given the various benefits that exposure to nature offers, some psychologists have started prescribing time in nature as an additional support for mental well-being and improved mental and cognitive health.
You can ask your psychologist, and other health professionals, if they are a PaRx prescriber. **PaRx is Canada’s first national, evidence-based nature prescription program.** PaRx was started by the BC Parks Foundation and health care professionals with expertise in nature and health. The goal is to support health care professionals in prescribing nature to their clients to improve overall health. The PaRx website includes resources for everyone: [https://www.parkprescriptions.ca/](https://www.parkprescriptions.ca/)

Your psychologist may be able to:

- Explain how exposure to nature can aid your specific symptoms
- Help you create a specific and realistic plan to increase your exposure to nature
- Support you in remaining consistent with the time you spend in nature
- Revise your nature exposure plan as needed to ensure that it fits your lifestyle and preferences
- Help you identify barriers that may get in the way of engaging with nature
- Monitor the influence of nature exposure on your mental health and wellbeing

**Where Can I Go for More Information?**


You can consult with a registered psychologist to find out if psychological interventions might be of help to you. Provincial, territorial and some municipal associations of psychology often maintain referral services. For the names and coordinates of provincial and territorial associations of psychology, go to [https://cpa.ca/public/whatisapsychologist/PTassociations/](https://cpa.ca/public/whatisapsychologist/PTassociations/).
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